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South Africa (SA) continues to endure a triple burden of severe disease 
characterised by HIV/AIDS and other communicable diseases, 
injuries, and an increasing prevalence of chronic non-communicable 
diseases (NCDs).[1] In 2016, the prevalence of HIV in SA was 
estimated to be 12.8%, rising to as high as 19.1% in individuals aged 
15 - 49 years.[2] The leading cause of death was reported as accidental 
injuries, accounting for 7.5% of all deaths.[3] Heart disease (10.2%), 
tuberculosis (TB) (6.5%), diabetes mellitus (5.5%) and HIV (4.8%) 
were among the 10 leading causes of natural death.[3] The number 
of people living with HIV (PLWH) and diagnosed with one or more 
NCDs is rising as a result of both the increased risk of developing 
NCDs in HIV-positive individuals and the evolution of HIV into a 
treatable chronic condition due to effective antiretroviral therapy. [4] 
HIV-positive individuals are predicted to have a 26% increased 
likelihood of being diagnosed with at least one NCD over time (33% 
in 2015, 59% in 2035), compared with a 6% increase in likelihood 
for HIV-negative individuals (14% in 2015, 20% in 2035). [5] In 
addition, antiretroviral (ARV) medications are known to have a 
number of complications that predispose PLWH to developing 
cardiovascular, neurological, muscular, liver, bone and/or immune 

system disorders as a result of accumulated drug toxicity. [4,6] Current 
research on HIV infection and associated comorbidities also points 
towards an increasingly high baseline prevalence of NCDs and other 
comorbidities in specific populations of interest.[7-11]

In countries like SA, emergency departments (EDs) are safety nets 
within a public healthcare system, providing care to patients who are 
unable to access or seek primary care services; in this context, EDs 
are known to manage a significant proportion of the acute health 
burden in SA, much of which is related to trauma and HIV, and are 
statutorily required by the Constitution of SA to provide emergency 
care to everyone.[12,13] Global burden of disease data suggest that 
over half of the reported mortality and 35% of disability in low- and 
middle-income countries (LMICs) may be attributable to the lack of 
quality emergency care services.[14] EDs in SA are typically staffed by 
junior doctors and/or medical officers with little if any training in 
emergency medicine, and while emergency care has received more 
attention in SA than in many LMICs, EDs still suffer from a lack of 
resources, staff and equipment.[15,16]

Given SA’s endemic burden of HIV infection overall, and recent 
data suggesting a high burden of PLWH presenting to EDs, EDs have 
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a critical role in providing health services 
to PLWH.[13] A holistic approach to the care 
of PWLH requires determining the type of 
care and services HIV-positive individuals 
require. Beyond the use of EDs to identify 
HIV-positive individuals,[17] there is a need 
to meet the changing needs of patients with 
both NCDs and HIV through understanding 
the impact of NCDs on morbidity and 
mortality in this population.

Objectives
To define the burden of comorbidities in 
HIV-positive ED patients and describe their 
demographic profiles and severity of illness 
compared with the general ED population, in 
order to make recommendations for resource 
allocation and training in EDs in SA.

Methods
This cross-sectional observational study was 
conducted between June 2017 and July 2018. 
During the study period we implemented 
point-of-care (POC) HIV testing in accor-
dance with national testing guidelines, and 
collected data on patient demographics, 
chief complaint, severity of illness, medical 
history and course of care throughout the 
ED. A detailed description of the Walter 
Sisulu Infection Screening in the Emergency 
Department (WISE) study methodology is 
provided elsewhere.[18] An overview of the 
study procedures is provided in Fig. 1.

The study was conducted in the EDs 
of three hospitals in Mthatha and Port 
Elizabeth in Eastern Cape Province. Both 
Nelson Mandela Academic Hospital 
(NMAH) and Mthatha Regional Hospital 
(MRH) are located in Mthatha, and 
Livingstone Hospital (LH) is located in 
Port Elizabeth. All three hospitals provide 
24-hour services and receive patients 
from up to 200 km away. NMAH and LH 
are tertiary-care centres, while MRH is a 
district-level hospital that refers trauma 
patients to NMAH. The EDs receive 100  - 
150 patients per day, have <50 beds, and 
are staffed by medical officers and nurses 
with limited formal emergency medicine 
training. Patient medical records are kept 
in paper files, and handwritten logbooks are 
used as patient tracking systems in the EDs 
of all three hospitals.

All patients who presented for care to 
the EDs during the study period, who were 
aged ≥18 years and were fully conscious 
and clinically stable, were eligible for 
enrolment. Patients were approached after 
being triaged in the ED.

The primary outcome measure was the 
prevalence of comorbidities and co-infection 

among PLWH in the ED. Secondary out-
come measures included patient characteris-
tics such as severity of illness, presenting 
complaint, and the course of care in the ED. 
Medical history was obtained via patient self-
report. HIV counselling and testing (HCT) 
staff used a standardised case report form 
(CRF) to collect data. Presenting complaints 
were recorded as free text and coded using 
Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities 
(MedDRA; MedDRA MSSO, USA). Data 
were collected prospectively on CRFs by 
HCT staff, who also noted whether or not 
subjects consented to a rapid POC HIV 
test, and their POC HIV results. Data forms 
were scanned and entered using intelligent 
character recognition DataFax software 
(Clinical DataFax Systems Inc., Canada) and 
centrally double-verified by independent 
data technicians.

Data were analysed using a descriptive 
statistical approach using Stata version 15 
(StataCorp, USA). The overall prevalence 
of comorbidities and co-infections in 
HIV-positive patients was calculated by 
including patients with a known history 
of HIV infection and newly identified 
HIV-positive patients via HCT in the 
ED. The prevalence of HIV with regard 
to demographic characteristics and the 
clinical outcomes of interest was examined 
using descriptive analysis. Log-binomial 
and modified Poisson models were used 
to examine the association between HIV 
status and clinical outcomes using crude 
(unadjusted) and adjusted prevalence ratios 
(PRs).

The Johns Hopkins University School of 
Medicine Institutional Review Board (ref. no. 
IRB00105801), the Walter Sisulu University 
Human Research Ethics Committee (ref. 
no. 002/2016) and the University of Cape 
Town Human Research Ethics Committee 
(ref. no. 401/2013) approved the study. 
All participants enrolled provided written 
consent to receive a POC HIV test and have 
detailed demographic data collected both 
on their reason for presentation and their 
ED course.

Results
A total of 8 000 patients presented to the 
EDs during the study period, of whom 
3 537 (44.2%) were enrolled in the WISE 
study; 636 (18.0%) refused an HIV test, 
and their HIV status remains unknown. 
The overall HIV prevalence in those with 
an HIV test result or a history of HIV 
(n=2 901) was 28.0% (811/2 901). Of these 
individuals, 577 (71.1%) reported a known 
diagnosis of HIV and 234 (28.9%) were 

diagnosed through POC testing in the ED 
and had previously been unaware of their 
status.

The majority of individuals with a new 
HIV-positive diagnosis were aged ≤35 years 
(64.5%). More women (69.1%) than men 
reported a known diagnosis of HIV at the 

Patient presents to the ED,
N=8 000

Patient enrolled in WISE study,
n=3 537

Data collected on CRF
• HIV status
• HIV test result, if applicable
• Demographic characteristics 
 (age, sex, etc.)
• Triage information and 
 vital signs
• Chief complaint and �nal 
 diagnosis
• Medical history
• Course of care in the ED
• Discharge information

ED course of care and �nal 
diagnosis con�rmed with 

doctors and nurses

CRFs scanned into DataFax, 
where chief complaint and 
�nal diagnsis were coded 

using MedDRA

MedDRA codes categorised
 into condition/symptom groups

Fig. 1. Comorbidity and co-infection study 
procedure overview. (ED = emergency depart-
ment; WISE = Walter Sisulu Infection Screening 
in the Emergency Department; CRF = case 
report form; MedDRA = Medical Dictionary for 
Regulatory Activities.)
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time of enrolment. Medical complaints were 
more frequent (72.3%) in the HIV-positive 
group (including known and newly positive 
patients), whereas the proportions of 
medical and trauma complaints were similar 
in HIV-negative patients (54.5% and 45.6%, 
respectively). Almost 25% of HIV-positive 
individuals were considered to have a life-
threatening emergency, defined as a triage 
level of emergency or very urgent according 
to the South African Triage Scale (SATS),[19] 
compared with ~20% of HIV-negative 
individuals. As suggested by the degree 
of acuity of presentation, a substantially 
larger proportion of HIV-positive than 
HIV-negative individuals required hospital 
admission (27.1% v. 20%; p<0.001).

HIV-positive patients were likely to be 
young and female (Table 1). When chief 
complaints were categorised to provide a 
more in-depth overview of complaints most 
frequently seen in the ED, the top five 
presenting medical and trauma complaints 
were similar for both groups, although these 
complaints occurred at different frequencies.

Within the top five complaints, injuries 
from interpersonal violence accounted 
for a substantially higher proportion in 
the HIV-negative population than in the 
positive population (Fig. 2). For medi-
cal presentations, abdominal pain (16.5% 
v. 17.3%), chest pain (4.3% v. 9.3%) and 
shortness of breath (16.7% v. 14.2%) 
accounted for ~40% of all medical 
complaints across both the HIV-positive 
and HIV-negative groups. (37.5% v. 40.8%; 
p<0.001). Differences between HIV-positive 
and negative patients were noted to include 
generalised weakness and headache as a 
more common complaint in PLWH.

The prevalences of NCDs, infections, and 
social determinants of health (suicidal idea-
tion/depression, excessive alcohol consump-
tion and regular tobacco use) were calculated 
for HIV-positive, HIV-negative and all 
patients (Table 2). Case definitions were 
used to estimate the number of individuals 
with septicaemia, pneumonia, weight loss 
and TB symptoms. Table 2 provides a χ2 
analysis of each illness, demonstrating 
significant differences when stratifying by 
HIV status for coexisting diabetes (p<0.001), 
cardiovascular disease (CVD) (p=0.003), 
hypertension (p<0.001), diagnosed TB 
(p<0.001), excessive alcohol consumption 
(p<0.001), sepsis (p=0.006), pneumonia 
(p<0.001) and symptoms indica ting TB 
infection (p<0.001). Unsurprisingly, diag-
nosed TB (16.1%) and symptoms indicating 
TB infection (19.2%) were significantly 
more prevalent in the HIV-positive 

population (4.1%) than in the HIV-negative 
population (4.8%). Pneumonia was also 
significantly more prevalent in the HIV-
positive population (12.9%). In contrast, 
and while limited owing to low numbers, 
it is notable that overall frequency of liver 
disease (4/2 901, 0.1%) and coinfection with 
hepatitis B and hepatitis C were quite low, 
with only 1 (0.03%) HIV-positive individual 
reporting a history of hepatitis B and no case 
of hepatitis C. One limitation of the data is 
that it is not clear whether the low frequency 
of liver disease, hepatitis B and hepatitis C 
represents lack of diagnosis or true absence 
of disease. Significantly higher frequencies 
of diabetes (7.8% v. 2.8%; p<0.001) and 
hypertension (20.1% v. 9.6%, p<0.001) in 
the HIV-negative group may also relate to 
issues of diagnosis and age, in view of the 
substantially higher proportion of the HIV-
negative group aged >55 years. As seen in 
Table 2, similar rates of social determinants 
of health were seen in terms of mental 
health and tobacco use, but excessive alcohol 
use was more frequent in the HIV-negative 
group (36.3% v. 24.4%; p<0.001).

Table 3 presents the unadjusted PR and 
the PR adjusted for age and sex for HIV-
positive individuals across various clinical 
outcomes. Compared with HIV-negative 
individuals, PLWH were twice as likely 
to have pneumonia (p<0.001), four times 
as likely to have symptoms indicating TB 
(p<0.001), and three times as likely to 
have sepsis (p<0.001). Excessive alcohol 
consumption was the only significant social 
determinant (adjusted PR 0.72; p<0.001). 
PLWH were 1.36 times more likely to be 
critically ill by triage score (p<0.001) and 
1.32 times more likely to be admitted to 
the hospital (p<0.001) than HIV-negative 
individuals. Despite high acuity overall, 
PLWH were found to be significantly less 

likely to be deemed critically ill by vital signs 
(adjusted PR 0.94; p=0.046). There was no 
significant difference between HIV status 
groups for emergency surgery.

Discussion
A high proportion of ED patients in the 
Eastern Cape were HIV-positive (28.0%), 
and there was a high prevalence of 
undiagnosed HIV in the ED (6.6%). While 
the overall presenting complaints among 
HIV-positive and HIV-negative individuals 
were similar, PLWH were significantly 
more likely to present with weakness and 
breathlessness and to meet case definitions 
for sepsis, respiratory illness or TB-associa-
ted complaints. Furthermore, PLWH were 
sicker and more likely to be admitted.

Interestingly, while PLWH presenting 
to the ED were likely to be sicker than 
HIV-negative patients and were more likely 
to have an urgent (63.9%) or very urgent 
(22.9%) triage designation, a triage strategy 
based on vital signs only would have failed to 
recognise this degree of acuity. The accuracy 
of the SATS in triaging these patients as 
likely to need significant emergency 
resources despite relatively normal vital 
signs is also reflected in the fact that a 
significantly higher proportion of PLWH 
(27.1%) than HIV-negative patients (20.0%) 
were admitted.

Considering all patients, non-accidental 
stab wounds/cuts (12.6%), abdominal pain 
(10.1%) and shortness of breath (8.3%) 
were the most frequently reported chief 
complaints in the present study. These are 
similar to those reported in other studies 
examining chief complaints in Africa.[20,21] 
In the present study, assault-related chief 
complaints (stab wounds/cuts and blunt-
force injuries) appeared twice in the top five 
overall complaints for HIV-negative patients, 
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whereas only assault-related stab wounds/cuts appeared in the top 
five overall complaints for those who were HIV-positive. Considering 
that ~30% of all trauma complaints occurred in HIV-positive 
patients, these patients represent a potential missed population 
for HIV testing and diagnosis, and it is important that patients 
presenting with trauma complaints are tested for HIV.

Overall, PLWH were more likely to present with medical than 
traumatic complaints. Abdominal pain and shortness of breath 
were the top two medical complaints for both HIV-positive (16.5% 
and 16.7%, respectively) and HIV-negative (17.3% and 14.2%, 
respectively) patients. Generalised weakness (7.3%) and nausea/
vomiting (5.3%) were in the top five chief medical complaints for 

Table 1. Characteristics of the study population according to HIV status
HIV-positive 
(N=811), n (%)

HIV-negative  
(N=2 090), n (%)

Total (N=2 901),  
n (%) χ2 (p-value)

Age (years) 198.6019 (<0.001)* 
<20 11 (1.4) 121 (5.8) 132 (4.5)
20 - 25 111 (13.7) 431 (20.6) 542 (18.7)
26 - 35 290 (35.8) 526 (25.2) 816 (28.1)
36 - 45 224 (27.6) 276 (13.2) 500 (17.2)
46 - 55 105 (12.9) 253 (12.1) 358 (12.3)
>55 70 (8.6) 483 (23.1) 553 (19.1)

Sex 76.3401 (<0.001)*
Male 302 (37.2) 1 156 (55.3) 1 458 (50.3)
Female 509 (62.8) 934 (44.7) 1 443 (49.7)

Presenting complaint
Medical 586 (72.3) 1 137 (54.4) 1 723 (59.4) 32.2142 (<0.001)*

Abdominal pain 97 (16.5) 197 (17.3) 294 (17.1)
Chest pain 25 (4.3) 106 (9.3) 131 (7.6)
Generalised weakness 43 (7.3) 45 (4.0) 88 (5.1)
Headache 43 (7.3) 52 (4.6) 95 (5.1)
Nausea/vomiting 31 (5.3) 48 (4.2) 79 (4.6)
Pain 24 (4.1) 50 (4.4) 74 (4.3)
Seizure/convulsion 19 (3.2) 55 (4.8) 74 (4.3)
Shortness of breath 98 (16.7) 161 (14.2) 259 (15.0)
Swelling 21 (3.6) 45 (4.0) 66 (3.8)
Vaginal bleeding 22 (3.7) 35 (3.1) 57 (3.3)

Trauma 225 (27.7) 953 (45.6) 1 178 (40.6) 8.3754 (0.497)
Accident, fall 18 (8.0) 93 (9.8) 111 (9.4)
Accident, road traffic 31 (13.8) 101 (10.6) 132 (11.2)
Accident, stab/cut 9 (4.0) 17 (1.8) 26 (2.2)
Assault, animal/human bite 6 (2.7) 34 (3.6) 40 (3.4)
Assault, blunt force 30 (13.3) 123 (12.9) 153 (13.0)
Assault, gunshot wound 24 (2.5) 24 (2.5) 28 (2.4)
Assault, stab/cut 63 (28.0) 303 (31.8) 366 (31.1)
Burn 5 (2.2) 21 (2.2) 26 (2.2)
Joint pain 5 (2.2) 26 (2.7) 31 (2.6)
Pain 18 (8.0) 69 (7.2) 87 (7.4)

SATS 30.3785 (<0.001)*
Emergency 6 (0.7) 17 (0.8) 23 (0.8)
Very urgent 186 (22.9) 378 (18.1) 564 (19.4)
Urgent 510 (62.9) 1 235 (59.1) 1 745 (60.1)
Routine 109 (13.4) 460 (22.0) 569 (19.6)

Disposition 57.4243 (<0.001)*
Death 3 (0.4) 4 (0.2) 7 (0.2)
Admission 220 (27.1) 419 (20.0) 639 (22.0)
ICU admission 1 (0.1) 2 (0.1) 3 (0.1)
Emergency surgery 22 (2.7) 65 (3.1) 87 (3.0)
Transfer 89 (11.0) 208 (9.9) 297 (10.2)
Discharge 400 (49.3) 1 259 (60.2) 1 659 (57.2)
Absconded 14 (1.7) 66 (3.2) 80 (2.8)
Unknown 62 (7.6) 67 (3.2) 129 (4.4)

SATS = South African Triage Scale; ICU = intensive care unit.
*Statistically significant at the p<0.001 level.
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HIV-positive patients, but not for HIV-negative patients. These 
complaints are potentially linked to symptoms associated with HIV 
infection or side-effects of ARV medications and have implications 
for emergency care provider training.[22]

The common co-infections in PLWH in the present study reflect 
the conditions likely to result in hospital admission rather than the 
comorbid conditions associated with chronic ambulatory HIV care 
such as hepatitis B and C, malaria, sexually transmitted infections 
and cervical cancer, as outlined in the World Health Organization 
Consolidated Guidelines on the Use of Antiretroviral Drugs for Treating 
and Preventing HIV Infection.[4] Few HIV-positive patients in our 

study reported these diseases in their medical history. Only one case 
of hepatitis B (0.1% prevalence) was reported in the HIV-positive 
population. The chronic hepatitis B infection prevalence for HIV-
positive individuals worldwide is estimated as 5 - 20%, much higher 
than what we report in the present study.[4] Additionally, various 
studies in SA have found a relatively low prevalence of hepatitis B 
and hepatitis C, even in PLWH.[23,24] These findings may indicate 
true low rates, influenced by the fact that HIV transmission in the 
Eastern Cape is more closely linked with sexual transmission than 
transmission via injection drug use.[25] With the Eastern Cape having 
high rates of TB,[26] it is not surprising that a high proportion of 

Table 2. Prevalence of comorbidities and co-infections according to HIV status
HIV-positive 
(N=811), n (%)

HIV-negative  
(N=2 090), n (%)

Total (N=2 901), 
n (%) χ2 (p-value)

Presenting complaints
Sepsis 20 (2.5) 23 (1.1) 43 (1.5) 7.4617 (0.006)*
Pneumonia 105 (12.9) 169 (8.1) 274 (9.4) 16.1410 (<0.001)**
Weight loss 2 (0.2) 4 (0.2) 6 (0.2) 0.0863 (0.769)
TB symptoms 156 (19.2) 101 (4.8) 257 (8.9) 150.1152 (<0.001)**

Medical history
Asthma/COPD 35 (4.3) 143 (6.8) 178 (6.1) 6.4754 (0.011)*
Cancer 3 (0.4) 11 (0.5) 14 (0.5) 0.2976 (0.585)
Diabetes 23 (2.8) 163 (7.8) 186 (6.4) 23.9843 (<0.001)**
Epilepsy 16 (2.0) 45 (2.1) 61 (2.1) 0.0922 (0.761)
CVD 3 (0.4) 38 (1.8) 41 (1.4) 8.7955 (0.003)*
Hypertension 78 (9.6) 420 (20.1) 498 (17.2) 45.1111 (<0.001)**
Hepatitis B 1 (0.1) 0 1 (0.03) 2.5780 (0.108)
Kidney disease 1 (0.1) 13 (0.6) 14 (0.5) 3.0257 (0.082)
Liver disease 3 (0.4) 1 (0.05) 4 (0.1) 4.4015 (0.036)*
History of TB 131 (16.1) 86 (4.1) 217 (7.5) 122.3449 (<0.001)**
Mental illness 30 (3.7) 88 (4.2) 118 (4.1) 0.3916 (0.531)

Social history
Suicidal ideation/ depression 28/806 (3.5) 80/2 077 (3.8) 108/2 883 (3.7) 0.2298 (0.632)
Excessive alcohol consumption 197/806 (24.4) 756/2 080 (36.3) 953/2 886 (33.0) 37.2212 (<0.001)**
Regular tobacco use 177/807 (21.9) 509/2 078 (24.5) 686/2 885 (23.8) 2.1045 (0.147)

TB = tuberculosis; COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CVD = cardiovascular disease.
*Statistically significant at the p<0.05 level; **significant at the p<0.001 level.

Table 3. Prevalence of clinical outcome if HIV-positive
                    Unadjusted                             Adjusted†

PR 95% CI p-value PR 95% CI p-value
Co-illness

Pneumonia 1.60 1.27 - 2.01 <0.001** 2.08 1.65 - 2.62 <0.001*
TB 3.98 3.14 - 5.04 <0.001** 4.30 3.40 - 5.43 <0.001*
Sepsis 2.61 1.18 - 5.79 0.018** 3.18 1.34 - 7.57 0.009*

Social determinants
Excessive alcohol consumption 0.67 0.59 - 0.77 <0.001** 0.72 0.63 - 0.83 <0.001*
Regular tobacco use 0.89 0.77 - 1.04 0.150 1.05 0.90 - 1.22 0.516
Mental illness 0.88 0.58 - 1.32 0.532 0.75 0.49 - 1.17 0.206
Victim of violence 0.96 0.82 - 1.11 0.554 1.05 0.90 - 1.22 0.528

ED outcomes
Critically ill by triage 1.25 1.07 - 1.46 0.004** 1.36 1.16 - 1.60 <0.001*
Critically ill by vitals only 0.96 0.90 - 1.02 0.184 0.94 0.88 - 1.00 0.046*
Admission 1.23 1.11 - 1.37 <0.001** 1.32 1.18 - 1.47 <0.001*
Emergency surgery 0.91 0.57 - 1.47 0.712 0.98 0.60 - 1.60 0.947

PR = prevalence ratio; CI = confidence interval; TB = tuberculosis; ED = emergency department.
*Statistically significant at the p<0.05 level.
†Adjusted for age and sex.
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HIV-positive individuals screened positive for TB (19.2%) or were 
diagnosed with TB (16.1%). The nonspecific nature of presenting 
complaints may also underestimate the burden of TB in the population 
of PLWH presenting to the ED, as demonstrated in lipoarabinomannan 
screening studies,[27-29] and presents an opportunity for improved TB 
screening in this subgroup. The other acute presentations are likely to 
represent the increased incidence of bacterial infection, pneumocystis 
pneumonia and cryptococcal disease associated with HIV infection.[30]

As the life expectancy of HIV-positive individuals continues to 
increase, it is important to monitor non-communicable comorbidities 
such as CVD, hypertension, diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease, kidney disease and cancer, owing to the increased risk 
of development at younger ages than is typical in HIV-negative 
patients. [31-36] While these differences were not found in our study 
population, we suspect that this is because the ED patients in this study 
may have represented a younger HIV-positive cohort.

Study limitations
This study was limited by the collection of comorbidity and 
co-infection data secondary to the HIV data that were the focus 
of the WISE study. A study focused on the collection of HIV 
comorbidity and co-infection data and clinical outcomes would 
have implemented a different recruitment and enrolment process. 
However, the collection of comorbidity and co-infection information 
through the WISE study allowed for prospective collection of data, 
enabling the data to be more accurate than with retrospective chart 
review in the same setting.

Conclusions
While EDs in SA provide care to high volumes of patients with 
trauma-related injuries, in areas where the prevalence of HIV is 
highest, HIV-positive patients are still more likely than those who are 
HIV-negative to present with acute medical emergencies rather than 
trauma. The service delivery implications of the present study include 
recognition that compared with HIV-negative patients, HIV-positive 
patients are often sicker and have more comorbidities (although not 
necessarily with traditional NCDs), and frequently require admission, 
triage and ED resources. Training must focus on early identification 
and treatment of HIV-associated complications in the ED.
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